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About This Software

3D Organon Anatomy is an interactive human anatomy application featuring all 15 body systems. 3D Organon unfolds life-like
high resolution 3D models covering every aspect of the human body. It features an extensive knowledge-base of anatomical

definitions with the terminology based on the official Terminologia Anatomica.

The application delivers accurate visual and textual information, immediate response time, and intuitive navigation. It satisfies
the highest standards of medical and scientific accuracy. All anatomical definitions and clinical correlations are written by

professors of anatomy and medical professionals.

The new STEAM version of the app includes the human ‘Actions’ module, with animations of joints and bones. This update
brings you more stunning features, such as multiple workspaces, a live anatomy annotation tool during navigation, a unique

topographic anatomy layout, help tutorials, and visualization of anatomy with incredible detail.

Game changer multi-user anatomy trainer
The new ‘Network’ module allows STEAM users to join multi-user online training sessions created by subscribed educators and
institutions. The new awesome virtual anatomy trainer enables you to attend online anatomy lessons and communicate with your

teacher and peers in real-time with voice and chat messages. The new module is cross platform, setting no barriers for users
joining a session with any supported device (VR and non-VR). Get in touch with us at prosupport@3dorganon.com for more

details.

Who is 3D Organon Anatomy for?
The app is designed to suit a range of individuals from medical and allied-health students, to patients, artists, and curious minds.
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It helps students grasp the challenging subject of anatomy, but it is also easily understood by laypeople without a medical
background. The upgrade to an Enterprise license grants access to advanced teaching tools that could complement any anatomy

curriculum. Educators and healthcare professionals can now visualize and explore anatomy as never before.

THIS IS THE DESKTOP VERSION OF 3D ORGANON ANATOMY

Why 3D Organon Anatomy is the most motivating anatomy app?

Amazing life-like high detail graphics for better user experience

Visualize anatomy using the latest 3D technologies

Join multi-user anatomy training sessions created by subscribed educators and institutions

Skeletal system and joints animations without an additional cost!

Start understanding anatomy within minutes

You can add and subtract whole body systems on your screen at once

Unique topographic anatomy layout: you can select from regional body systems and view the systems of interest,
excluding others

Switch between customized workspaces for quicker anatomy model access

Real-time identification of anatomy — hover mouse pointer on a structure during navigation and an annotation will show
up (without clicking)

Hundreds of pages of anatomical definitions and medical texts are included

New help menu with explainer video tutorials

Take notes related to a selected structure and make drawings layered on top of the presentation view

Study from hundreds of preconfigured scenes based on popular anatomical views found in anatomy atlases and
textbooks

The developer of 3D Organon Anatomy has been awarded as the ‘Startup of the Year’ in the prestigious iAwards contest
organized by the Australian Information Industry Association. Our team is also behind the world’s first fully-featured virtual

reality anatomy atlas — the award-winning app 3D Organon VR Anatomy.

3D Organon Anatomy includes detailed male and female models. It features all body systems: Skeletal, Connective, Muscular,
Arterial, Venous, Nervous, Lymphatic, Heart, Respiratory, Digestive, Endocrine, Urinary, Reproductive, Sensory organs, and

Integumentary/skin.

Awesome features

Rotate, Pan, and Zoom in/out functions

Double tap to select and focus on a structure

Use navigation panel for quick view of all positions of human model
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Hide or Fade selected structures

Save your models in Favorites for later reference

Discover Lock mode — a powerful tool enabling you to operate on user-defined structures and body systems

Single- and Multi-select modes

Beautiful symmetry of human organs and structures that make the learning experience easy and appealing

Realistic X-ray mode (Fade others button)

Live search tool

Listen to anatomical terminology in English

Isolate view of any selected structure(s)

Addition/subtraction buttons for displaying muscles into layers, from deep to superficial
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Title: 3D Organon Anatomy
Genre: Education
Developer:
Medis Media
Publisher:
Medis Media
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3 | AMD FX-6100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible card with a least 1.5GB video ram, Screen resolution 1280x768

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible sound card

Additional Notes: 2-button optical scroll mouse required

English
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"This is something that you need to understand,
Ive Been a BAD MAN
but ive learned from that
hope the man upstairs will understand that". very fun game to play with friends
this game is simple but it requires precision and planning. I'm still questioning how I can fit a WHOLE SUIT OF ARMOUR in
a desk space. Like seriously. How.. Good game and I really enjoyed it, but it's also fairly flat in depth. There really isn't a lot
going on in it. Each battle plays out pretty much the same as the last, with some variations due to differences in map design.
Still, I enjoyed the unique combat and how the terrain worked well enough to recommend it. I think everyone should check it
out, but after you get how to fight\/win there really isn't anything else going on.. There's a demo available that contains a few
tracks. If you're not sure whether you like the game or not, give the demo a try and see for yourself.

In a nutshell, you're standing on a stage where the instruments are rotating to your position, and you're either slamming on
things, or use your glowing sticks to follow some pattern. That sounds a bit boring, but for me, it's fun. There are 33 or so songs
to choose from, with various styles.

It might get repetitive after a while, but I think this is something you can always go back to and play again from time to time. It's
well worth the money, especially discounted.

There's only a few things I really have to complain about, but none of them are really dealbreakers:

There's no OST available and I believe no way to figure out where some songs come from (I really like some of them)

I's sometimes not obvious why you need to play this "note" (as in, the rhythm isn't obviously matching with the song)

The pads (drums and xylophone) might be a bit close to each other, making accidental hits a thing. That's just a matter
of exercise though, I think.

It takes a while until the game is started, and it rarely hangs and needs to be killed and restarted. I've had that happen
only once so far.. The tile matching game is dull. There is no explanation of the specials which recharge making it overly
easy. Notably, once uncovered each girl will chat with you but there is no guidance on what you can ask or say.
Responses seem to be similar with every teacher and quite rando. This game is not worth 50 cents as it stands. The chat
thing could have been fun, but it's a complete dud. I would imagine this critique would apply to all these "Keyhole"
games.. You've never seen anything like this! Spacejacked is a incredibly polished, fast-paced and challenging
experience that mixes elements of 2D platforming, tower defense with a great strategic layer built above it. Every choice
matters in the game, and you would be making important decisions on what to build and not to build as your resources
carry on to your next mission\/day. On a micro level, you will see yourself frantically managing your towers, reading
enemy patterns, repairing your base. The graphics are really slick and smooth too!

This is one of the freshest and most innovative game that has come out from the indie community, which has seen a lack
of creativity in recent years. Support the devs!. Sorry, but difficulty level has nothing to do with this. Even the tutorial is
just
unplayable in the sense of "hey every opponent will one-shot you" kind of diffculty.

The developers explained in the discussion forum how to act on those kind of
enemies - imho did they plan\/implement it the right way? No.
Having to save characters constantly afte being one-shotted, being it a "unconscious" state
or being completey dead makes no difference here - is just bad gameplay.
True tactics can only come into play if you have more than a binary state of your characters.

Sorcerer are on level 1 not even able to use a range spell? Well... what?
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Refund.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game

10\/10. I totally recomend this game. It is an excellent demo of what a VR strategy game could be. They made an
excellent use of the the VR 3D and immersion. The interface is innovative and extreemly intuitive, which has not been
the case for 70% of my VR games. The only downside is it is overly simplistic for real gamers. It takes about 10 minutes
to experience everything the game has to offer. I would love to see this game evolve into a full fledged strategy game
which encompases research and a tech tree, and maybe even interaction between AI/other players.
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Nice game! 10\/10 gameplay and soundtrack. the best thing about this mod is you can kill yankees as a german......
10/10 remove burger. Delivers on what it promises. While I personally can't give less of a damn about challenge modes in
games, I see how that can be appealing to some people, especially with the combat system having quite a lot of deph (if you're in
for the challenge).. Hey, remember Tetris? That's so last century. LUMINES is Tetris on acid. Sort of.

Instead of tetrominos you place 2x2 dual colored blocks on a larger grid to make single colour squares. The more squares you
make, the more points you get. The trick is they're not instantly cleared, but stay on the grid until the timeline passes over. The
timeline's speed depends on the BPM of the current song playing. That's basically all you do in most modes of the game.

Every song has its own visual skin you unlock by beating the main challenge campaign. Even more skins are unlocked by
playing against the computer where you frantically make squares before your grid area is taken over. You can play against a
friend locally in the same fashion. (No online, which is kind of a shame, but it's no big deal.) There are also more relaxed Puzzle
modes where you need to make certain patterns in an almost Picross-like feel, and a Mission mode where you have specific
tricky objectives to complete. Time Attack is self-explanatory. You can make your own playlist of your favourite skins and just
clear squares for as long as you want, or repeat the campaign in endless rounds. They even added a shuffle mode where you go
through each unlocked skin in random order.

The point of LUMINES, like other Mizuguchi works, is to achieve synesthesia, complete unity of all the senses you possess.
Every input you make, from block rotation to square clears, has an appropriate visual and audio cue that depends on the skin.
You can hook up several gamepads and let them vibrate on your body to the rhythm and your inputs. (Yes, really, do it.) The
fantastic electronic beats and the trippy visuals lure you in and completely entrance you. It is pure aesthetic bliss. There's
nothing quite like it.

If you already know of or play REZ, then this is a no-brainer. If you like puzzle games, this is a must buy. If you can read this
review, you need this game in your life.

Keep on SHININ' Mizuguchi, you crazy diamond

Also play Tetris Effect on PSVR if you haven't!. The Oppressor gun FTW! Fun times!. Ok, first things first, this game is fun.
Since political simulation games are a rare species, and this is one of the few of them, I normaly would recommend it to
everyone who likes this type of games. You really have to work to have your plans work out, no matter if it's economic grow,
demographics or military expansion. Especially the latter is hard to achieve, since you have to fight bad publicity both
internationaly and intern. The gameplay is very deep and it's very challenging to achieve your goals.

The graphics are decent. Not good, not bad, but still enough for this type of game. As for sound, that's ok too. I dunno if it's a
bug, but I hear the music of other games while playing this one (Distant Worlds).

The only reason why I don't recommend it is the simple fact that it has DRM. So you're not only limited to buy it on Steam here,
but also have limited activations and... hell, I just hate DRM. Way to go, thank you Eversim. Unfortunatly I haven't read it, else
I wouldn't have thought about buying it.

So, summerized:

Decent Game, a little buggy, but fun. I'll give it a 7\/10, because I like the genre and since this game is a rare specimen... and
subtract 7 points for the DRM. That's 0\/10 for you, until the DRM is patched out. As soon as that is done, I'll make a
recommention.
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